[Stereology as a tool to estimate brain volume and cortical atrophy in elders with dementia].
stereology is a body of methods that allow unbiased and efficient estimation of geometric quantities defined in arbitrary physical structures. In particular, stereology is a valuable tool to assist neuroimaging in the estimation of morphometric parameters in the brain. Therefore, stereology may confer objectivity in the complementary and diagnostic evaluation of dementia by adding disease by adding quantitative data to clinical evaluation. our purpose was to illustrate estimation of brain volume and pial surface area by means of quantitative, computer-assisted stereological methods. Both parameters were estimated by means of a vertical design with a single series of parallel Cavalieri sections at a random orientation and perpendicular to a fixed horizontal plane. The sections were obtained by magnetic resonance imaging. Suitable test systems (of test points for volume, and of cycloids for surface area) were superimposed on these sections with the aid of special software. to explore the statistical error of the volume estimator due to stereological sampling, 5 or 10 systematic sections were used in combination with two test point densities in a ratio of 1:4, so that the workload varied in the proportions 1:2:4:8. The four resulting estimators varied between 986 and 1120 cm(3). The surface area estimators varied between 1947 and 2096 cm(2), with workloads varying in the proportions of 1:2:2.3:4.6. stereology is a simple and efficient tool to obtain objective brain volume and surface area estimators that are unbiased by design and accurate at a modest cost. Thus the corresponding methods can effectively assist in diagnostic and follow-up evaluation of elders with dementia.